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rn the past south Africa has been plagued by social injustices, 

firstly through colonialism and then later through apartheid. 

Apartheid is the dominant reason for the present inequalities in 

south Africa. The apartheid structure was introduced when the 

Afrikaner National Party came into power in 1948. It emphasised 

the separation of the different race groups in South Africa. 

This all started to change at the beginning of the 1990's due to 

pressure created by international sanctions and the release of 

Nelson Mandela~ The Reconstruction And Development Program ( RDP) 

created by the present government (the African National 

Congress), in conjunction with other mass organizations, seeks 

to overcome the social injustices as quickly and as efficiently 

as possible. There are two major area's of concern when dealing 

with social injustices namely; 

(i) The redistribution of land to those people who have until 

recently been oppressed, and 

(ii) The creation of a positive discrimination in an attempt to 

establish racial equality. 

There are however problems that must be addressed in order to 

ensure a smooth route in eliminating these social injustices. 

Apartheid is an Afrikaans word meaning "separation" and was 
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introduced by the predominantly Afrikaner NP in 1948. The -
architect of apartheid H.F.Verwoerd saw separation as the 

solution to the problem of differing cultural and social 

interests expressed by a diverse South African population. 

This separation occurred through the separation of facilities and 
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of separate residential area's based on race. 

Here the extremes of social injustice were visible with the 

minority "white" population having a distinct advantage over the 

rest of the population. According to D.M.Smith(1994), 13% of the 

of the land in South Africa was designated the black people, in 

the form of homelands and Bantus tans, making up 80% of the 

population. 

The black population were also given no economic and political 

powers. 

Of all the processes which have brought about the 

inequitable distribution of weal th and power that 

characterises present day Sout:h Africa, none has been more 

decisive and more immediately important to most black South 

Africans than the dispossession of land. To an agrarian 

community whose entire economic and social structure is 

based on t-12e distribution of land, dispossession was an act 

akin to national destruction.(F.W.De Klerk, 1991) 

(Quoted in Smith,p.231). 

If the post-apartheid South ll.t ,: ;_ca is to make inroacs i:n.tn tt.e 

problem of redistribution of land it is going to have to be on 

a very large scale and the correct structures must be put into 

place to ensure that the process is one that is both fast and 

efficient. However, there must be care taken, not to create 

further social injustices through this redistribution of land. 

C{ 
" those who subsequently Pequired land legally bear no 
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8 sponsibility for the original sin."(D.M.Smith,p.234) 

The RDP has proposed a land reform program which consists of two 

major aspects; 

{a) REDISTRIBUTION of residential and productive land to those 

who cannot afford it but, need it,and 

(b) RESTITUTION for those who lost land because of apartheid 

laws. 

To address this problem a land court has been created to restore 

land to South Africans dispossessed by discrimination since 1913. 

This court must be accessible to the poor and illiterate. 

Apart from the redistribution of land the other major area of 

social injustice to be assessed is creating an economy of equal 

distribution amongst the race groups in South Africa. 

South Africa has one of the most racially distorted income 

distributions in the world. It is characterised by lavish wealth 

and abject poverty. For the present government to iron out these 

irregularities a form of positive discrimination ("affirmative 

action") will have to be introduced. 

The RDP proposes the following; 

(a) To ...:c.~1llocate public expenditure by increasing the earnings 

and general well being of the poor. 

(b) To redistribute wealth, income and other assets to directly 

relieve and increase consumption possibilities of the poor. 

(c) Structural change ,(eg. on ownership and control of means of 

production and distribution of economic power so as to 

eliminate the mechanisms generating inequality). 



can however occur because of this positive 

discrimination. Firstly, the minority population who are weal thy 

are not going to willingly part with their wealth thus, creating 

vast changes in tax laws which put strain on the wealthy and 

often, well educated can cause these people to leave the country 

causing a drainage of weal th and educated people. This will 

obviously just weaken the economic state of the country as a 

whole. And secondly, by empowering insufficiently educated 

people into organizations through affirmative action can create 

organizations that are uncompetitive. 

From the oppressive pillars of apartheid, South Africa is now 

moving to a new era of democracy and equality for all, regardless 

of colour, creed or sex. It is up to the present government to 

set up the structures that will allow for the evening out of the 

past social injustices in a democratic manor. It is easy to see 

from the above that RDP clearly illustrates how this will be 

done. It is however, important to realise that development is 

a contir..uoc.s process. The RDP emphasizes this fact and the ideas 

within it are not created as an over night solution but, rather 

,":' tr.~ beginning of a new process to correct the wror .. ,::;~ ,-:-..: 

apartheid. 
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